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ABSTRACT 

Cooperation between a truck and a drone for last-mile delivery has been viewed as a way to 

help make more efficient ways of delivery of packages because of the great advantage of drones 

delivery. This problem was described and formulated a as FSTSP by Maurry and Chu. Because 

of the weakness concerning drones’ batteries lifespan, this paper proposed a new delivery 

scenario in which a charge-station will be applied in the truck-drone delivery network to increase 

the performance of the last-mile delivery. This new delivery problem is formulated for the first 

time in this thesis as a multi-objective problem. The purpose of this is to address both 

transportation cost and total time consumption. Some data analysis is conducted to explore the 

relation between factors and the overall objective. The analysis shows that a charge-station will 

significantly increase the performance of the last-mile delivery. Lastly, future work is discussed 

that will enhance the model even more and possibly lead to better ways to use drones for delivery. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and literature review 

In today’s commercial logistics, companies are always engaged in looking for the most efficient 

way to distribute goods across the logistics network. Traditionally, the transportation problem 

where vehicles are used as carriers is modeled as a traveling salesman problem (TSP). With the 

development of technology, unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) used in commercial delivery have 

stepped into our sight because of their remarkable advantages compared with traditional vehicles 

like trucks: (1) it can be operated without a human pilot, (2) drone sorties will not be limited by 

traffic condition. (3) It is faster than traditional vehicles, (4) it has much lower transportation cost 

per unit of time. Especially because drone delivery is more economic efficient and timesaving, it 

is nice to use drone delivery as much as possible. On the other hand, since drones are mainly 

powered by batteries, their disadvantage is also apparent, as their flight distance and lifting 

power are limited. Specifically, drone sorties are restricted in both maximum travel distance and 

parcel size. As a consequence, a new method has been raised named “last mile delivery with 

drone” [Ponza, Andrea. "Optimization of drone-assisted parcel delivery." (2016)] or “flying 

sidekick traveling sales man problem”[Murray, Chase C., and Amanda G. Chu]. "The flying 

sidekick traveling salesman problem: Optimization of drone-assisted parcel delivery." 

Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies 54 (2015): 86-109.], in which the 

vehicle carries drones close to the customer location, launch drones and let them service clients 

and retrieve them at other locations. Admitted that this method is effectively increasing the 

usability and making the schedule more flexible for both drones and vehicles. However, drones 

service ranges still limited by their endurance if the technology cannot overcome the problem in 

their batteries. In this article, a novel scenario using drone delivery is raised based on the “flying 
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sidekick traveling salesman” but charge-stations for drones are applied in the transportation 

network. 

From an application view, the idea about drone delivery in the commercial area had come to our 

sight since 2013 when Amazon first announced their plans for drone delivery. [M. Murphy, This 

is how Google wants its drones to deliver stuff to you (2016).] This project which is known as 

Amazon Prime Air planned to use multirotor Miniature Unmanned Air Vehicle (drone), 

technology to autonomously fly individual packages to customers’ within 30 minutes since 

ordering. In 2016, Google applied for a patent about a scenario to apply drone into the delivery 

system and Google thought it would be able to interact with humans through voice message 

during the delivery process. [M. GROTHAUS, This is how Google’s project wing drone delivery 

service could work ( 2016).]  Almost at the same time, different companies worldwide have been 

testing drones for commercial delivery. In the medical area, drones also show the great 

advantage. Matternet tested drone deliveries of medical supplies like blood samples in many 

countries since 2011 because drones are much more cost-, energy- and time-efficient than 

traditional truck delivery. [ S. French, Drone delivery is already here and it works (2015)].  

Amazon also noticed the disadvantages of drones due to limited flight range, so in July 2016, 

Amazon get  the patent, which was surfaced by Patent Yogi, describes a system that would allow 

Amazon's drones to alight on radio towers, cell towers, street lights, electricity poles, office 

buildings, parking decks and even church steeples. 

There are tons of works in the drone delivery and several works that investigated the logistic 

problem related to drone-assist tandem delivery. The idea of “flying sidekick traveling salesman 

problem (FSTSP)” was raised by Murray and Chu (2016) and a mixed integer programming 

(MIP) formulation are proposed together with a heuristic algorithm. Their heuristic first 
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constructed a feasible route for the truck by solving a TSP problem, and then run a relocation 

procedure in which the program tried to exchange a truck route to possible drone routes and 

reduce the objective value. This relocation procedure for TSP-D evaluates all the possible moves 

and executes the best one. In his research, small instances with up to 10 customer’s node are 

used to test the proposed method. 

In another research [Agatz et al, 2015] about TSP-D, drones follow the vehicle route but the 

truck can launch and retrieve the drone at the same node, which is not allowed in the FSTSP 

discussed above, seems to be realistic in real-world cases because it provides more options for 

drones. This idea will be used in my research as well. Then, Murray and Chu’s work has been 

extended by Ponza in his thesis and the latest return time needs to be minimized. He also 

modeled the problem with MIP and solved the problem it with an Annealing heuristic method.  

The researches mentioned above all make time as the objective to minimize. In another word, the 

authors above thought the vehicle should finish all assignment in shorter time to improve the 

delivery quality. On the other hand, in most of the transportation problem and real-world cases, 

transportation cost also is a critical element to evaluate the overall performance of a delivery 

system(Russell, Coyle, Ruamsook, & Thomchick, 2014). So, more cost-efficient transportation 

tools like drones have more priority to be used in the transportation activities in order to save 

cost.. A research from Mathew et al. also use minimizing cost as the objective. The problem in 

this research was called Heterogeneous Delivery problem (HDP). But the difference is, this 

problem was modeled based on a directed physical transportation network. In this model, the 

vehicle cannot directly visit customer but launch a drone to complete each assignment (Mathew, 

Smith, & Waslander, 2015) . However, the min-cost objective function has not been studied for 

TSP-D when the problem is defined in a more realistic way. Consequently, it caused a great 
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motivation for studying TSP-D with saving cost as objective. In 2015, such an objective function 

was used in Quang Ming’s article. The problem was formulated mathematically and the author 

used an algorithm (TSP-LS) inspired from the idea of FSTSP where an optimal TSP solution is 

converted to a feasible TSP-D solution by local searches. Then, the author also proposed a 

Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) for the solution of the problem(Ha, 

Deville, Pham, & Hà, 2015). Dorling et al. 2017  (Dorling, Heinrichs, Messier, & Magierowski, 

2017) propose two multi trip vehicle routing problems for drone delivery that address both issues. 

One minimizes costs subject to a delivery time limit, while the other minimizes the overall 

delivery time subject to a budget constraint. A heuristic algorithm was used to assist drone 

delivery practitioners with balancing cost and delivery time. In addition, they got the conclusion 

that the minimum cost has an inverse exponential relationship with the delivery time limit, and 

the minimum overall delivery time has an inverse exponential relationship with the budget.  

Very rare topics related to applying recharging stations in the delivery network are raised but the 

drone delivery need recharging stations to overcome it disadvantages caused by batteries. Insu 

Hong et al. in 2017 proposed a new location model for drone delivery network in urban area. 

obstacle-avoiding path derivation technique is used for route construction and distance 

measurement. A coverage optimization model is developed for locating recharging stations with 

a spatial heuristic solution technique (Hong, Kuby, & Murray, 2017). However, there is still no 

study related to the routing problem of the truck-drone delivery system with recharge-stations. 

The purpose of this paper is to propose a novel kind of TSP-D in which a charge-station is 

applied to refuel drones during their flights. A general mathematical model fit the new scenario 

is developed and discuss about the possibility to apply this model in the future research. The rest 

of the thesis is organized as follows. In next chapter, abstract models for TSP-D and TSP-D with 
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a recharge-station will be proposed together with their multi-objective MIP formulation which 

address issues about both transportation cost and time consumption. In the third chapter, methods 

to conduct experiments are discussed. Then, a group of case studies are described and carried out 

to demonstrate the performance of two models in different situation and all results from 

experiments are displayed. In chapter 4, some data analysis is conducted to explore the relation 

among different factors and delivery performance. Chapter 5 presents conclusions from the 

results of the experiments and suggests potential future research extensions.  
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Chapter 2: Problem definitions and MIP formulations 

 

 

2.1. Model notations 

Notations here are used to describe the mathematical models of the flying sidekick traveling 

salesman problem and flying sidekick traveling salesman problem with a charge-station. The 

same notations will be used in the Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) in GAMS 

formulation. 
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 2.2. Mathematical Model for TDP-D 

Here is the multi-objective mathematical model of the general flying sidekick traveling salesman 

problem without a charge-station. 

1)  𝑚𝑖𝑛      ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑇𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗 +𝑗𝑖 ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗(𝑐𝐷𝑖𝑘 + 𝑐𝐷𝑘𝑗) + 𝑤𝑡𝑘𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑐+1; 
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𝑠𝑡: 

2) ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑖 + ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗 = 1;𝑘𝑖  

3) ∑ 𝑥0𝑗 = 1;𝑗  

4) ∑ 𝑥𝑖,𝑐+1 = 1;𝑖  

5) 𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢𝑗 + 1 ≤ (𝑐 + 2)(1 − 𝑥𝑖𝑗); 

6) ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑥𝑘𝑗;𝑘𝑖  

7) 𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢𝑗 + 1 ≤ (𝑐 + 2)(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑘  ); 

8) ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑗𝑘 ≤ 1; 

9) ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑘𝑖 ≤ 1; 

10) 2 ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗 ≤ ∑ 𝑥𝑖ℎℎ𝑘 + ∑ 𝑥𝑑𝑗;𝑑  

11) ∑ 𝑦0,𝑘,𝑗 ≤ ∑ 𝑥ℎ𝑗ℎ𝑘 ; 

12) 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑘 + 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑗𝑘) ≤ 𝐸; 

13) 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖 + 𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − 𝑥𝑖𝑗); 

14) 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖 ≥ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖; 

15) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 + 𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑘 ); 

16) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑘 + 𝑡𝐷𝑘𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑖 ); 

17) 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑘 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑘 − 𝑀(∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑗𝑖 ); 
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18) 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 ≥ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑗𝑘 ); 

19) 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑗𝑘 ) ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖; 

20) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑘𝑖 ); 

21) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑘𝑖 ) ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑗; 

22) 𝑇𝑇𝑙0 = 0; 

23) 𝑇𝐷𝐴0 = 0; 

24) 𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 0; 

25) 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0; 

26) 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0; 

27) 𝑢𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0; 

28) 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 ≥ 0; 

29) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑖 ≥ 0; 

30) 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 ≥ 0; 

31) 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑖 ≥ 0; 

32) 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖 ≥ 0; 

 

 

2.3. Model description 
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The multi-objective function (1) is a balanced formula consisted of two 

parts. ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑇𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗 +𝑗𝑖 ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗(𝑐𝐷𝑖𝑘 + 𝑐𝐷𝑘𝑗)𝑘𝑖  is the total transportation cost, including the 

vehicle cost and drones cost. 𝑤𝑡𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑐+1 is the weighted latest possible time of arrival back to 

depot for the vehicle. This multi-objective function aims to minimize the balanced total cost of 

the whole delivery process, concerning both transportation cost and time consumption.   

Constraint (2) make sure there is one and only one visit to each customer node, made either by 

the vehicle or any drone. While constraints (3) and (4) serve to have, the vehicle departs from 

and return to the depot. Constraints (5) and (6) are subtour elimination constraints which provide 

the model with a way to avoid subtours. A solution with subtour is shown below in figure 2.1. 

Constraint (7) works when there is a drone delivery for nodes i-k-j , then the truck must visit 

customer node i before j. The reverse situation is shown in figure 2.2. Constraint (8 ) and (9) 

state that each node can launch and retrieve a drone at most once. Constraint (10) makes sure 

there must be a vehicle route between node i and j if a drone is launched from i and retrieved at j. 

Constraint (11) is for the special case where node i is the depot. Constraint (12) is the drone 

flying distance constraint. Constraint (13) and (14) work together to have the waiting time and 

travel time of the vehicle accumulated when the vehicle travel from node to node, in order to get 

the latest arrive time and leave time. Constraint (15) describes the case when there is a drone 

route i-k-j, the time when a drone arrive the node k from node i equals to the time when the 

drone depart from node i plus travel time of a drone from i to k. Similarly, constraint (16) 

describe the way about how to calculate the arrive time of the drone when it arrives node j. 

Together with constraint (15) and (16), constraint (17) determines the leaving time when the 

drone leave from node k or j. constraint (18) and (19) constraint the launch time of a drone from 

the vehicle at node i. The vehicle must arrive at node i before it launches the drone and leave 
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from node i after the drone’s leaving. Constraint (20) and (21) describe the situation that when a 

drone finishes its delivery i-k-j, and return to the vehicle at node j, the vehicle should have 

already been waiting there. The relations among 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖, 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑖, 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖, 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑖,  𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖  are shown in 

figure 2.3. After retrieving this drone, the vehicle can leave from node j. Constraints (22) and (23) 

represent the earliest time at which the truck and drone may leave the depot, respectively. 

Constraints (24) and (25) eliminate the cases when the vehicle and a drone depart from and 

return to the same node i, respectively. In figure 2.4, (a) is the case when the vehicle departs 

from and returns to the same node, and (d) is the case when a drone departs from and returns to 

the same node. Constraints from (26) to (33) specify the domains for the decision variables. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1:  Subtours 
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Figure 2.2: back forward flight 

  

                             Figure 2.3: Relations among 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖, 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑖, 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖, 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑖,  𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 

 

   Figure 2.4: Vehicle and a drone depart from and return to the same node 
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2.4: Mathematical model of FSTSP with a charge-station. 

The formula below is the multi-objective mathematical model of the general flying sidekick 

traveling salesman problem with a fixed-location charge-station. For convenience, we define 

𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗 + 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑗 + 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗 + 𝑦𝑦5𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗 as a new variable, noted 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗 . 

1) 𝑚𝑖𝑛      ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑇𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗 +𝑗𝑖 ∑ ∑ ∑ [𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗(𝑐𝐷𝑖𝑘 + 𝑐𝐷𝑘𝑗)𝑗 + 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘𝑗(𝑐𝐷𝑖,𝑐𝑠 +𝑘𝑖

𝑐𝐷𝑐𝑠,𝑘 + 𝑐𝐷𝑘,𝑗) + 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗(𝑐𝐷𝑖,𝑘 + 𝑐𝐷𝑘,𝑐𝑠 + 𝑐𝐷𝑐𝑠,𝑗) + 𝑦𝑦5𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘.𝑐𝑠.𝑗(𝑐𝐷𝑖,𝑐𝑠 + 𝑐𝐷𝑐𝑠,𝑘 +

𝑐𝐷𝑘,𝑐𝑠 + 𝑐𝐷𝑐𝑠,𝑗)] + 𝑤𝑡 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑐+1; 

𝑠𝑡: 

2) ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑖 + ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗 = 1;𝑘𝑖  

3) ∑ 𝑥0𝑗 = 1;𝑗  

4) ∑ 𝑥𝑖,𝑐+1 = 1;𝑖  

5) 𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢𝑗 + 1 ≤ (𝑐 + 2)(1 − 𝑥𝑖𝑗); 

6) ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑥𝑘𝑗;𝑘𝑖  

7) 𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢𝑗 + 1 ≤ (𝑐 + 2)(1 − ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑘  ); 

8) ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑗𝑘 ≤ 1; 

9) ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑘𝑖 ≤ 1; 

10) 2 ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗 ≤ ∑ 𝑥𝑖ℎℎ𝑘 + ∑ 𝑥𝑑𝑗;𝑑  
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11) ∑ 𝐷𝑟0,𝑘,𝑗 ≤ ∑ 𝑥ℎ𝑗ℎ𝑘 ; 

12) 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑘 + 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑗𝑘) ≤ 𝐸; 

13) 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑗(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖,𝑐𝑠) ≤ 𝐸; 

14) 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑗(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑐𝑠,𝑘 + 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑘,𝑗) ≤ 𝐸; 

15) 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑐𝑠,𝑗) ≤ 𝐸; 

16) 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑗(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖,𝑐𝑠 + 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑐𝑠,𝑘) ≤ 𝐸; 

17) 𝑦𝑦5𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖,𝑐𝑠) ≤ 𝐸; 

18) 2 × 𝑦𝑦5𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑐𝑠,𝑘) ≤ 𝐸; 

19)  𝑦𝑦5𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑐𝑠,𝑗) ≤ 𝐸; 

20) 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖 + 𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − 𝑥𝑖𝑗); 

21) 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖 ≥ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖; 

22) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 + 𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑘 ); 

23) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 + 𝑡𝐷𝑖,𝑐𝑠 + 𝑡𝐷𝑐𝑠,𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑗,𝑘𝑘 ); 

24) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 + 𝑡𝐷𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑗,𝑐𝑠,𝑘𝑘 ); 

25) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 + 𝑡𝐷𝑖,𝑐𝑠 + 𝑡𝐷𝑐𝑠,𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑦5𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑗,𝑐𝑠,𝑘𝑘 ); 

26) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑘 + 𝑡𝐷𝑘𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑖 ); 

27) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑘 + 𝑡𝐷𝑘𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘𝑗𝑖 ); 
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28) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑘 + 𝑡𝐷𝑘,𝑐𝑠 + 𝑡𝐷𝑐𝑠,𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗𝑖 ); 

29) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑘 + 𝑡𝐷𝑘,𝑐𝑠 + 𝑡𝐷𝑐𝑠,𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ 𝑦𝑦5𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗𝑖 ); 

30) 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑘 ≥ 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑘 − 𝑀(∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑗𝑖 ); 

31) 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 ≥ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑗𝑘 ); 

32) 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑗𝑘 ) ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖; 

33) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑘𝑖 ); 

34) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀(1 − ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑘𝑖 ) ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑗; 

35) 𝑇𝑇𝑙0 = 0; 

36) 𝑇𝐷𝐴0 = 0; 

37) 𝑥𝑖𝑖 = 0; 

38) 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑖 = 0; 

39) 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑖 = 0; 

40) 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑖 = 0; 

41) 𝑦𝑦5𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑖 = 0; 

42) 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0; 

43) 𝑢𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0; 

44) 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 ≥ 0; 
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45) 𝑇𝐷𝑖𝑖 ≥ 0; 

46) 𝑇𝐷𝐴𝑖 ≥ 0; 

47) 𝑇𝐷𝑙𝑖 ≥ 0; 

48) 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑖 ≥ 0; 

 

2.5 Differences and similarities between two models 

The logic and structure of these two models are very similar but there are still some differences 

between two models above are caused mainly because of the application of a charges-station. 

The charge-station increases the possibility and scenarios when a drone delivery is assigned.  

Figure 2.5 shows the only drone-flying scenario exists in the cases when no charge-station 

applied.  

This scenario is expressed as 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗 = 1. 

  

Figure 2.5: drone flying scenario 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗 = 1. 
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Besides 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗 = 1 in the cases where one charge-station is applied, drones have three more 

options to complete their assignments, 𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑗 = 1 (figure 2.6, (a)),  𝑦𝑦4𝑖,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗 = 1 (figure 2.6 (b)) 

and 𝑦𝑦5𝑖,𝑐𝑠,𝑘,𝑐𝑠,𝑗 = 1 (figure 2.6 (c)). 

  

Figure 2.6: Different possible drones flight routes 

 

So in constraint (1), the total transportation cost need to take all kind of drones routes into 

account. Constraints (2), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34) use a new composite 

variable 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑗to take the places of 𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑗. Constraints (12) to (19) introduce the flight distance limit 
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of drones in different parts of different kinds of flight routes, like the distance of a flight from the 

vehicle to a charge-station should less than drones’ endurance, the total distance of a flight from 

a charge-station to customer and then back to the vehicle should less than the endurance. These 8 

constraints reflect the function of the charge-station the most, as the charge-station can extend 

drones’ flight distance to fit more assignments. Constraint (22) to (25) are used to calculate the 

earliest arrival time when a drone reaches its target customer node using different flight scenarios. 

Similarly, constraints (26) to (29) keep account of the earliest arrival time when a drone return to 

the vehicle and be retrieved. 

 

2.6 Considerations on parameters 

Locations of nodes, which include one fixed depot node, c customer nodes and one fixed charge-

station node, in the delivery network In this research are generated randomly in the map and 

represented by x and y coordinate in a (c+3)×2 location matrix.  

Considering the feature of the real-world vehicle transportation, travel distance 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗from node i 

to node j is calculated as Manhattan Distance from the location matrix and recorded in a 

(c+2)×(c+2)  symmetrical distance matrix ‘Dis’. 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗 = |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗| + |𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗| 

As mentioned above, drones can avoid the congestion of traditional road networks by flying over 

them. Flight distance 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑗from node i to node j is calculated as Euclidean Distance from the 

location matrix and recorded in a (c+3)×(c+3)  symmetrical distance matrix ‘Disd’.  

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑗 = √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗)2 
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The speed of the vehicle used in delivery are assumed to be a constant speed with a generic 

coefficient μ to account for accelerations, decelerations, traffic lights and road network. The 

value of μ is determined by the real case study about the driving behaviors and local traffic 

condition. The speed of drones used in drone delivery are assumed to be a constant speed all the 

way because of features of drone delivery that the flight will not be limited by traffic and regular 

obstacles.  

Travel time of the vehicle and flight time of drones from node i to j are calculated from the 

matrix ‘Dis’ and ‘Disd’ respectively using formula 
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗

𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
 and 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
, respectively. In 

real world deliveries, service time definitely exists and is used to account for some non-valued 

added activities like package loading, battery charging or changing, inspection and other possible 

extra service. Due to package loading and battery charging or changing being the main time-

consuming activities, time consumption for vehicle from node i to j (𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑗) and time consumption 

for drones from node i to j (𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑗) are always assumed to be slightly bigger than values 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗

𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
 and 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
. For all self-generated instances assumed service time varies from 

60s to 120s , and battery charging or changing time varies from 60s to 300s.  

So, service time (battery charging or changing time) being taken into consideration, 𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑗   is 

calculated from the matrix ‘Dis’ and recorded in a (c+2)×(c+2)  symmetrical time consumption 

matrix ‘‘tT’, 𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑗    is calculated from the matrix ‘Disd’ and recorded in a (c+3)×(c+3)  

symmetrical time consumption matrix ‘tD’. 

𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑗 =
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗

𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
+ 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒; 

𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑗 =
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
+ 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒; 
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As another advantage drone delivery as mentioned above that drone has more economic 

efficiency. In the related research before, authors set the ratio of cost of vehicle delivery to drone 

delivery as 10:1 or more based on time. Assuming the transportation cost of the vehicle is $50 

per hour, the transportation cost of drones is $5 or less per hour. So, transportation cost of the 

vehicle (𝑐𝑇𝑢𝑖𝑗) and a drone (𝑐𝐷𝑖𝑗) from node i to j are calculated from matrix ‘tT’ and ‘tD’ and 

recorded in a(c+2)×(c+2) and(c+3)×(c+3)  symmetrical time consumption matrix ‘cTu’ and ‘cD’ 

respectively. 

𝑐𝑇𝑢𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑗 × 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒; 

𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑗 × 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒; 

E is the regular endurance of drones, the longest distance a drone can fly with one fully charged 

battery set. According to Amazon’s data [Giz, 2015] where it is stated that its drones will fly in a 

10 mi radius from the warehouse: this means that the drone will be able to go a full roundtrip 

with a total distance of 20 mi with one fully charge. In addition, it is not unrealistically to think 

that drones will achieve better performance in near future.  

The priority parameter 𝑤𝑡  has two basic functions. At the first, as two different physical 

measurements, the unit of time consumption and transportation are different, as well as their size 

in number. 𝑤𝑡 can help normalize these two results in order to put them into one objective 

formula and make units of two factors ( time consumption and transportation cost) consistent as 

dollars. In addition, total time consumption and total transportation cost are both considered in 

delivery strategy making, but companies will value these two issues differently in different cases.  

𝑤𝑡 determined by the importance of the total time consumption compared with the total 

transportation cost. For example, in regular delivery, if customers don’t have special requirement 

on priority delivery, 𝑤𝑡 can be set as 1 or less, means 1 minute of time consumption equivalent 
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to 1 dollar or less. If customers paid for priority delivery or the company want to leave customers 

a good corporate image as fast, the 𝑤𝑡 can be set as 2 or more in order to get a more time 

sensitive model. Extremely, if the items need to be delivered are some emergent supplied like 

blood samples, medical supplies, 𝑤𝑡 can be set extremely high as the company must minimize 

the delivery time regardless of transportation cost.  

Admitting that the methods used to determine parameters’ values are not precise in this research, 

but the precision could be improved by conducting deeper study like measure the real distances 

in the road network, getting more precise timings for the delivery process, etc. However, such a 

precision is unnecessary and uninteresting at this level of research. In this research, 

approximation seems more appropriate and still gives meaningful and precious insight into the 

problem.  
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Chapter 3: Experiments and results 

 

With varieties sets of parameters, it is possible to run some experiments to test the following 

factors’ effect on the overall objective: 

1.  Flight endurance changes: do the systems with a charge-station have the same superiority to 

the system without a charge-station if the drone’s endurance was changed;  

2.  Delivery speed changes: investigation of what to expect if the speed ratio of the vehicle to 

drones is changed; 

3.  Rates of transportation fee: investigation of what to expect if the rates of transportation cost of 

vehicle and drones are changed 

4.  Priorities change: how managers’ strategies effect on the effect of the application of a charge-

station. 

5.  Service area varies: how does the size of the service area effect on the effect of the application 

of a charge-station. 

6.  Customers density changes: what happen if instances size in the map changes. 

In this research, only the effect of flight endurance will be analysis and other factors are fixed 

factors. 

The first part Test instances discuss in detail about generated instances and parameters used for 

testing. The second part sample experiment will display sample results of three instances. Finally, 
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all the data of test runs on these two models and data analysis results are displayed in the session 

result and analysis. 

3.1 Test instances 

In this research, only the effect of flight endurance will be analysis and other factors are fixed 

factors. Test instances were generated according to the following criteria. 

 

3.1.1 Instances size 

The number of customers in the delivery network in this research were chosen to find out the 

optimal solutions of two delivery scenarios. Although in order to reflect real world situations, 

large instances with 50, 100, 150 or more customers are better, smaller instances with 10,13,15 

customers are the ones solvable to optimal result and still meaningful to reflect the real world 

cases in this level of research. 12 nodes instances with one fixed-location depot, a charge-station 

and 10 customers will be used as test instances, for a total of 45 instances were generated. 

 

3.1.2 Map  

The distance of the last mile delivery is usually considered as 6 miles to 9 miles according to a 

recently published research from industrial real estate firm CBRE. In its research, newly opened 

distribution center in the top 15 United States population centers were tracked.  It found that 

these centers are typically between 6-to-9 miles from the population centers they serve, with 

denser cities more likely to have shorter average distances like San Francisco and Philadelphia at 

averages of 6 miles and 6.3 miles, respectively. Moreover, cities that are more spread out have 
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longer averages like 9 miles for the Inland Empire in Southern California and 8.5 miles in 

Phoenix. Also, considering the idea that Amazon and HorseFly drones have a 10 miles 

endurance and it is supposed to be able to get a sufficient amount of feasible drone sorties, map 

for each instance is a 20mile X 20mile square area to reflect the real-world cases. In the map, 

customer nodes are randomly generated while the fixed depot is set in (10, 10) and the fixed 

charge-station is set in (15, 10). 

The paths for the vehicle in this map are assumed to be anywhere. There are enough paths for the 

vehicle to choose from all of them are parallel or vertical to each other. As to drone flights, it is 

assumed that there is no geographical limitation, too heavy parcels to deliver, or other criteria 

and all customer nodes accept visits by drones. Distance data in matrix of distance for the vehicle 

and drone delivery is the shortest distance between any couple of nodes. All other measurements 

include time consumption matrix and transportation cost matrix of the vehicle and drones 

respectively are calculated based on distance matrix using the methods described in a previous 

session considerations on parameters. Table (1)-(7) are matrix for instance 1006. 

 

3.1.3 Drone endurances 

Endurance of drones is critical to the efficiency of the drone-assist delivery method. 

Theoretically, if the flight endurance of drone is long enough, all delivery should be assigned to 

drones because drone delivery has a great advantage in cost and time saving compared with the 

traditional vehicle delivery. In another extreme situation where drone endurance is zero mile, 

even if the vehicle is equipped with drones, no drone delivery will be applied instead, and the 

total cost and time consumption will be the same as the performance of the traditional vehicle 
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delivery. Figure () shows the delivery scenarios with two extreme drone endurances. In this 

research, 3 different drone endurances 12 miles, 15 miles, 18 miles will be applied to find out the 

effect of drone endurance to overall performance of the drone-assist delivery system with and 

without a charge-station respectively. This parameter can be easily set and changed in models in 

models in GAMS, shown in figure 3.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 codes for drone endurances in GAMS 

 

3.1.3 Priority parameters  

The priority of time consumption or transportation cost determine the importance these two sub-

objective to the overall objective. Some previous researches before use single objective formula 

concerning only time consumption or transportation, so these researches have admitted that 

transportation companies actually care both transportation cost and time consumption at the time 

but with different priorities. These two parameters can be determined by managers in different 

companies individually base on different needs and applied in the models in this research. In this 

level of my research, priorities of both transportation cost and time consumption were set as 1 in 

order to balance the data of transportation cost and time consumption to the same level.  
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3.2 Sample experiment 

There are 15 randomly generated customers sets used in the experiments. Each different set is 

test three time with different flight endurance each time,12 miles, 15miles and 18 miles, for the 

total of 45 instances. In addition, other factors are fixed as discussed in the session above. 

Customer set NO.6 and three out of the 45 instances are chosen as a representative sample to 

show readers how these two models in this research works and where data used comes from. 

 

3.2.1 Data resource  

1, 13X2 location matrix: 

Table 3.1: location matrix of nodes set NO.6 

nodes X Y 

CT0 10 10 

CT1 12 3 

CT2 18 20 

CT3 1 5 

CT4 4 10 

CT5 1 19 

CT6 19 11 

CT7 15 10 

CT8 18 6 

CT9 10 11 

CT10 5 4 

CT11 10 10 

CS 15 10 
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Figure 3.2:  map 20mi X20mi 
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2, 13X13 Euclidean distance matrix for drones:  

Table 3.1 distance matrix of drone of customer set NO.6 

DISD CT0 CT1 CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT6 CT7 CT8 CT9 CT10 CT11 CS 

CT0 0.00 7.28 12.81 10.30 6.00 12.73 9.06 5.00 8.94 1.00 7.81 0.00 5.00 

CT1 7.28 0.00 18.03 11.18 10.63 19.42 10.63 7.62 6.71 8.25 7.07 7.28 7.62 

CT2 12.81 18.03 0.00 22.67 17.20 17.03 9.06 10.44 14.00 12.04 20.62 12.81 10.44 

CT3 10.30 11.18 22.67 0.00 5.83 18.97 18.97 14.87 17.03 10.82 4.12 10.30 14.87 

CT4 6.00 10.63 17.20 5.83 0.00 15.03 15.03 11.00 14.56 6.08 6.08 6.00 11.00 

CT5 12.73 19.42 17.03 14.00 9.49 0.00 19.70 16.64 21.40 12.04 15.52 12.73 16.64 

CT6 9.06 10.63 9.06 18.97 15.03 19.70 0.00 4.12 5.10 9.00 15.65 9.06 4.12 

CT7 5.00 7.62 10.44 14.87 11.00 16.64 4.12 0.00 5.00 5.10 11.66 5.00 0.00 

CT8 8.94 6.71 14.00 17.03 14.56 21.40 5.10 5.00 0.00 9.43 13.15 8.94 5.00 

CT9 1.00 8.25 12.04 10.82 6.08 12.04 9.00 5.10 9.43 0.00 8.60 1.00 5.10 

CT10 7.81 7.07 20.62 4.12 6.08 15.52 15.65 11.66 13.15 8.60 0.00 7.81 11.66 

CT11 0.00 7.28 12.81 10.30 6.00 12.73 9.06 5.00 8.94 1.00 7.81 0.00 5.00 

CS 5.00 7.62 10.44 14.87 11.00 16.64 4.12 0.00 5.00 5.10 11.66 5.00 0.00 

  

2
9
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3, 12X12 Manhattan distance matrix for the vehicle: 

Table 3.2 distance matrix for the vehicle of customer set NO.6 

DIS  CT0 CT1 CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT6 CT7 CT8 CT9 CT10 CT11 CS 

CT0 0 9 18 14 6 18 10 5 12 1 11 0 5 

CT1 9 0 23 13 15 27 15 10 9 10 8 9 10 

CT2 18 23 0 32 24 18 10 13 14 17 29 18 24 

CT3 14 13 32 0 8 14 24 19 18 15 5 14 19 

CT4 6 15 24 8 0 12 16 11 18 7 7 6 11 

CT5 18 27 18 14 12 0 26 23 30 17 19 18 23 

CT6 10 15 10 24 16 26 0 5 6 9 21 10 5 

CT7 5 10 13 19 11 23 5 0 7 6 16 5 0 

CT8 12 9 14 18 18 30 6 7 0 13 15 12 7 

CT9 1 10 17 15 7 17 9 6 13 0 12 1 6 

CT10 11 8 29 5 7 19 21 16 15 12 0 11 16 

CT11 0 9 18 14 6 18 10 5 12 1 11 0 5 

CS 5 10 24 19 11 23 5 0 7 6 16 5 0 

 

3
0
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4, travel time matrix for drones: 

Table 3.2 travel time matrix for drones for customers set NO.6 

tD CT0 CT1 CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT6 CT7 CT8 CT9 CT10 CT11 CS 

CT0 0.00 9.71 17.07 13.73 8.00 16.97 12.07 6.67 11.93 1.33 10.41 0.00 6.67 

CT1 9.71 0.00 24.04 14.91 14.17 25.89 14.17 10.15 8.94 10.99 9.43 9.71 10.15 

CT2 17.07 24.04 0.00 30.23 22.94 22.71 12.07 13.92 18.67 16.06 27.49 17.07 13.92 

CT3 13.73 14.91 30.23 0.00 7.77 25.30 25.30 19.82 22.71 14.42 5.50 13.73 19.82 

CT4 8.00 14.17 22.94 7.77 0.00 20.04 20.04 14.67 19.41 8.11 8.11 8.00 14.67 

CT5 16.97 25.89 22.71 18.67 12.65 0.00 26.26 22.19 28.53 16.06 20.70 16.97 22.19 

CT6 12.07 14.17 12.07 25.30 20.04 26.26 0.00 5.50 6.80 12.00 20.87 12.07 5.50 

CT7 6.67 10.15 13.92 19.82 14.67 22.19 5.50 0.00 6.67 6.80 15.55 6.67 0.00 

CT8 11.93 8.94 18.67 22.71 19.41 28.53 6.80 6.67 0.00 12.58 17.54 11.93 6.67 

CT9 1.33 10.99 16.06 14.42 8.11 16.06 12.00 6.80 12.58 0.00 11.47 1.33 6.80 

CT10 10.41 9.43 27.49 5.50 8.11 20.70 20.87 15.55 17.54 11.47 0.00 10.41 15.55 

CT11 0.00 9.71 17.07 13.73 8.00 16.97 12.07 6.67 11.93 1.33 10.41 0.00 6.67 

CS 6.67 10.15 13.92 19.82 14.67 22.19 5.50 0.00 6.67 6.80 15.55 6.67 0.00 

3
1
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5, travel time matrix for the vehicle: 

Table 3.3 travel time matrjix for the vehicle of customers set NO.6 

tTu CT0 CT1 CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT6 CT7 CT8 CT9 CT10 CT11 CS 

CT0 0.00 16.88 33.75 26.25 11.25 33.75 18.75 9.38 22.50 1.88 20.63 0.00 9.38 

CT1 16.88 0.00 43.13 24.38 28.13 50.63 28.13 18.75 16.88 18.75 15.00 16.88 18.75 

CT2 33.75 43.13 0.00 60.00 45.00 33.75 18.75 24.38 26.25 31.88 54.38 33.75 45.00 

CT3 26.25 24.38 60.00 0.00 15.00 26.25 45.00 35.63 33.75 28.13 9.38 26.25 35.63 

CT4 11.25 28.13 45.00 15.00 0.00 22.50 30.00 20.63 33.75 13.13 13.13 11.25 20.63 

CT5 33.75 50.63 33.75 26.25 22.50 0.00 48.75 43.13 56.25 31.88 35.63 33.75 43.13 

CT6 18.75 28.13 18.75 45.00 30.00 48.75 0.00 9.38 11.25 16.88 39.38 18.75 9.38 

CT7 9.38 18.75 24.38 35.63 20.63 43.13 9.38 0.00 13.13 11.25 30.00 9.38 0.00 

CT8 22.50 16.88 26.25 33.75 33.75 56.25 11.25 13.13 0.00 24.38 28.13 22.50 13.13 

CT9 1.88 18.75 31.88 28.13 13.13 31.88 16.88 11.25 24.38 0.00 22.50 1.88 11.25 

CT10 20.63 15.00 54.38 9.38 13.13 35.63 39.38 30.00 28.13 22.50 0.00 20.63 30.00 

CT11 0.00 16.88 33.75 26.25 11.25 33.75 18.75 9.38 22.50 1.88 20.63 0.00 9.38 

CS 9.38 18.75 45.00 35.63 20.63 43.13 9.38 0.00 13.13 11.25 30.00 9.38 0.00 

3
2
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6, transportation cost for drones: 

Table 3.4 transportation cost for drones of customers set NO.6 

cD CT0 CT1 CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT6 CT7 CT8 CT9 CT10 CT11 CS 

CT0 0.00 0.81 1.42 1.14 0.67 1.41 1.01 0.56 0.99 0.11 0.87 0.00 0.56 

CT1 0.81 0.00 2.00 1.24 1.18 2.16 1.18 0.85 0.75 0.92 0.79 0.81 0.85 

CT2 1.42 2.00 0.00 2.52 1.91 1.89 1.01 1.16 1.56 1.34 2.29 1.42 1.16 

CT3 1.14 1.24 2.52 0.00 0.65 2.11 2.11 1.65 1.89 1.20 0.46 1.14 1.65 

CT4 0.67 1.18 1.91 0.65 0.00 1.67 1.67 1.22 1.62 0.68 0.68 0.67 1.22 

CT5 1.41 2.16 1.89 1.56 1.05 0.00 2.19 1.85 2.38 1.34 1.72 1.41 1.85 

CT6 1.01 1.18 1.01 2.11 1.67 2.19 0.00 0.46 0.57 1.00 1.74 1.01 0.46 

CT7 0.56 0.85 1.16 1.65 1.22 1.85 0.46 0.00 0.56 0.57 1.30 0.56 0.00 

CT8 0.99 0.75 1.56 1.89 1.62 2.38 0.57 0.56 0.00 1.05 1.46 0.99 0.56 

CT9 0.11 0.92 1.34 1.20 0.68 1.34 1.00 0.57 1.05 0.00 0.96 0.11 0.57 

CT10 0.87 0.79 2.29 0.46 0.68 1.72 1.74 1.30 1.46 0.96 0.00 0.87 1.30 

CT11 0.00 0.81 1.42 1.14 0.67 1.41 1.01 0.56 0.99 0.11 0.87 0.00 0.56 

CS 0.56 0.85 1.16 1.65 1.22 1.85 0.46 0.00 0.56 0.57 1.30 0.56 0.00 

3
3
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7, transportation cost for the vehicle: 

Table 3.5 transportation cost for the vehicle of customers set NO.6 

cTu CT0 CT1 CT2 CT3 CT4 CT5 CT6 CT7 CT8 CT9 CT10 CT11 CS 

CT0 0.00 14.06 28.13 21.88 9.38 28.13 15.63 7.81 18.75 1.56 17.19 0.00 7.81 

CT1 14.06 0.00 35.94 20.31 23.44 42.19 23.44 15.63 14.06 15.63 12.50 14.06 15.63 

CT2 28.13 35.94 0.00 50.00 37.50 28.13 15.63 20.31 21.88 26.56 45.31 28.13 37.50 

CT3 21.88 20.31 50.00 0.00 12.50 21.88 37.50 29.69 28.13 23.44 7.81 21.88 29.69 

CT4 9.38 23.44 37.50 12.50 0.00 18.75 25.00 17.19 28.13 10.94 10.94 9.38 17.19 

CT5 28.13 42.19 28.13 21.88 18.75 0.00 40.63 35.94 46.88 26.56 29.69 28.13 35.94 

CT6 15.63 23.44 15.63 37.50 25.00 40.63 0.00 7.81 9.38 14.06 32.81 15.63 7.81 

CT7 7.81 15.63 20.31 29.69 17.19 35.94 7.81 0.00 10.94 9.38 25.00 7.81 0.00 

CT8 18.75 14.06 21.88 28.13 28.13 46.88 9.38 10.94 0.00 20.31 23.44 18.75 10.94 

CT9 1.56 15.63 26.56 23.44 10.94 26.56 14.06 9.38 20.31 0.00 18.75 1.56 9.38 

CT10 17.19 12.50 45.31 7.81 10.94 29.69 32.81 25.00 23.44 18.75 0.00 17.19 25.00 

CT11 0.00 14.06 28.13 21.88 9.38 28.13 15.63 7.81 18.75 1.56 17.19 0.00 7.81 

CS 7.81 15.63 37.50 29.69 17.19 35.94 7.81 0.00 10.94 9.38 25.00 7.81 0.00 

3
4
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3.3 12miles endurance test 

In this test, the endurance of the drones is set as 12 miles, then I compile the programs 

in GAMS and we get results, which shown as below: 

1, The optimal solution and result of the scenario without a charge-station: 

132 VARIABLE OBJ.L                 =      256.825  objective 

----    132 VARIABLE X.L  equals one if a truck travel from CT to CTprime 

             CT1         CT2         CT4         CT5         CT6         CT7 

CT0        1.000 

CT2                                                        1.000 

CT4                                            1.000 

CT5                    1.000 

CT6                                                                    1.000 

CT10                               1.000 

   +        CT10        CT11 

CT1        1.000 

CT7                    1.000 

----    132 VARIABLE YY.L  equals one if a drone travel from CT to CTprime 

                  CT4         CT7        CT11 

CT0 .CT9                                1.000 

CT6 .CT8                    1.000 

CT10.CT3        1.000 

----    132 VARIABLE U.L  subtour elimination and indicates position of node CT  

                          in the sequence 

CT1  1.000,    CT2  5.000,   CT4  3.000,    CT5  4.000,    CT6  6.000,    

 CT7  7.000     CT10 2.000,    CT11 8.000 

----    132 VARIABLE TTi.L  the time when truck arrive at node CT 

CT1   16.875,    CT2  101.250,    CT4   45.000,    CT5   67.500,    CT6  120.000 

CT7  129.375,    CT10  31.875,    CT11 138.750 

----    132 VARIABLE TTL.L  the time when truck depart from node CT 

CT1   16.875,    CT2  101.250,    CT4   45.000,    CT5   67.500,    CT6  120.000 

CT7  129.375,    CT10  31.875,    CT11 138.750 

----    132 VARIABLE TDi.L  the time when drone arrive at node CT 

CT3   37.372,    CT4   45.000,    CT7  129.375,    CT8  126.799,    CT9    1.333 

----    132 VARIABLE TDL.L  the time when drone depart from node CT 

CT4   45.000,    CT7  129.375,    CT9    1.333,    CT11   2.667 

----    132 VARIABLE TDA.L  the time when a drone launch from truch at nod n 

CT6  120.000,    CT10  31.875----    132 VARIABLE OBJ2.L    =  118.075   
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2, The optimal solution and result of the scenario with a charge station: 

 

175 VARIABLE OBJ.L                 =      196.877  objective 

----    175 VARIABLE X.L  equals one if a truck travel from CT to CTprime 

             CT1         CT4         CT5         CT9        CT10        CT11  

CT0          1.000 

CT1                                                        1.000 

CT4                                1.000 

CT5                                            1.000 

CT9                                                                     1.000                                                            

CT10                   1.000  

----    175 VARIABLE YY.L  equals one if a drone travel from CT to CTprime 

                  CT4 

CT10.CT3        1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE YY4.L  equals one if a drone travel with a caargestation 

INDEX 1 = CT4 

                 CT11 

CT7 .CS         1.000 

INDEX 1 = CT9 

                  CT1  

CS  .CT8        1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE YY5.L  equals one if a drone travel with a caargestation tw 

                            o times 

INDEX 1 = CT0  INDEX 2 = CS 

                  CT9 

 T2 .CS           1.000 

INDEX 1 = CT1  INDEX 2 = CS 

                 CT4 

CT6 .CS          1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE U.L  subtour elimination and indicates position of node CT  

                          in the sequence  

CT1  1.000,    CT4  3.000,    CT5  4.000,    CT9  5.000,    CT10 2.000,    CT11 6.000 

----    175 VARIABLE TTL.L  the time when truck depart from node CT 

CT1   16.875,    CT4   45.000,    CT5   67.500,    CT9   99.375,    CT10  31.875 

CT11 101.250 

----    175 VARIABLE TDi.L  the time when drone arrive at node CT 

CT1   16.875,    CT2   20.587,    CT3   37.372,    CT4   45.000,    CT6   32.527 

CT7   59.667,    CT8  25.815    CT9   41.306,    CT10  31.875,    CT11 101.250 

-    175 VARIABLE TDL.L  the time when drone depart from node CT 

----    175 VARIABLE OBJ2.L                =       95.627  ojective 
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Visual solution and time line based on the result: 

 

Figure 3.3 visual solution in the map for FSTSP and FSTSP with a charge-station 

 

 

Figure 3.4 time line for FSTSP and FSTSP with a charge-station 
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Conclusion from the results above: 

With the application of the charge-station, drones can reach to more customers’ nodes than 

before. As shown above, customers 2 and 6 and 7 were out of the service range of drone delivery 

with the endurance of 12 miles, so the vehicle had to be assigned to these three locations. With 

the application of a charge-station at (15,10), customers 2 and 6 can be inside the service range 

of drones if a drone get another full charge at the charge-station. In this way, the program has 

options to find another optimal solution, which have more utilization of drones. Once the vehicle 

delivery gets reduced, the transportation cost will be reduced and the vehicle can go through its 

entire path and return to depot earlier.  

3.4 15miles endurance test 

In this test, the endurance of the drones is set as 15 miles, then I compile the programs and we 

get results which shown as below: 

1, Optimal solution and result of the scenario without a charge-station: 

132 VARIABLE OBJ.L                 =      231.897  objective 

----    132 VARIABLE X.L  equals one if a truck travel from CT to CTprime 

             CT2         CT3         CT4         CT5         CT6         CT7 

CT0                                1.000 

CT2                                                        1.000 

CT3                                            1.000 

CT4                    1.000 

CT5        1.000 

CT6                                                                    1.000 

   +        CT11 

CT7        1.000 

----    132 VARIABLE YY.L  equals one if a drone travel from CT to CTprime 

                  CT3         CT6         CT7        CT11 

CT0 .CT9                    1.000 

CT4 .CT10       1.000 

CT6 .CT8                                1.000 

CT7 .CT1                                            1.000 
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----    132 VARIABLE U.L  subtour elimination and indicates position of node CT  

                          in the sequence 

CT2  4.000,    CT3  2.000,    CT4  1.000,    CT5  3.000,    CT6  5.000 

CT7  6.000    CT11 7.000 

----    132 VARIABLE TTi.L  the time when truck arrive at node CT 

CT2   86.250,    CT3   26.250,    CT4   11.250,    CT5   52.500,    CT6  105.000 

CT7  114.375,    CT11 123.750 

----    132 VARIABLE TDi.L  the time when drone arrive at node CT 

CT1  124.529,    CT3   26.250,    CT6   13.333,    CT7  114.375,    CT8  111.799 

CT9    1.333,    CT10  19.360,    CT11 123.750 

----    132 VARIABLE TDA.L  the time when a drone launch from truch at nod n 

CT4  11.250,    CT6 105.000,    CT7 114.375 

---    132 VARIABLE OBJ2.L                =      108.147  ojective2 

 

2, optimal solution and result of the scenario with a charge station: 

175 VARIABLE OBJ.L                 =      187.035  objective 

----    175 VARIABLE X.L  equals one if a truck travel from CT to CTprime 

             CT3         CT4         CT5         CT9        CT10        CT11 

CT0                    1.000 

CT3                                1.000 

CT4                                                        1.000 

CT5                                            1.000 

CT9                                                                    1.000 

CT10       1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE YY.L  equals one if a drone travel from CT to CTprime 

                 CT10 

CT0 .CT1        1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE YY4.L  equals one if a drone travel with a caargestation 

INDEX 1 = CT3 

                  CT9 

CS  .CT6        1.000 

INDEX 1 = CT9 

                 CT11 

CS  .CT8        1.000 

INDEX 1 = CT10 

                  CT5 

CT7 .CS         1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE YY5.L  equals one if a drone travel with a caargestation tw 

                            o times 

INDEX 1 = CT4  INDEX 2 = CS 

                  CT3 

CT2 .CS         1.000 
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----    175 VARIABLE U.L  subtour elimination and indicates position of node CT  

                          in the sequence 

CT3  3.000,    CT4  1.000,    CT5  4.000,    CT9  5.000,    CT10 2.000 

CT11 6.000 

----    175 VARIABLE TTi.L  the time when truck depart from node CT 

CT3  39.837,    CT4  11.250,    CT5  60.000,    CT9  91.875,    CT10 24.375 

CT11 93.750 

----    175 VARIABLE TDi.L  the time when drone arrive at node CT 

CT1    9.707,    CT2   33.76,        CT6   59.069    CT7   39.924,     

CT8  105.340,      CT10  19.135,    CT11  93.750 

----    175 VARIABLE TDA.L  the time when a drone launch from truck at nod n 

CT3  33.750,    CT4  11.250,    CT9  91.875,    CT10 24.375 

----    175 VARIABLE OBJ2.L                =       93.285  ojective2 

 

 

Visual solution in the map and timeline based on the result are show below: 

 

Figure 3.5  visual solution in the map for FSTSP and FSTSP with a charge-station 
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Figure 3.6 time line for FSTSP and FSTSP with a charge-station 

 

Conclusion from the results above: 

With the growth in the length of endurance from 12 to 15 miles, a drone can reach node 10 and 1. 

The program can find another optimal solution, which reduces the overall objective value.  
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3.4 18miles endurance test 

In this test, the endurance of the drones is set as 12 miles, then I compile the programs and we 

get results which are shown as below: 

1, Optimal solution and result of the scenario without a charge-station: 

132 VARIABLE OBJ.L                 =      205.546  objective 

----    132 VARIABLE X.L  equals one if a truck travel from CT to CTprime 

             CT2         CT4         CT5         CT6         CT7         CT9 

CT0                                                                    1.000 

CT2                                1.000 

CT5                    1.000 

CT6        1.000 

CT7                                            1.000 

CT9                                                        1.000 

   +        CT11 

CT4        1.000 

----    132 VARIABLE YY.L  equals one if a drone travel from CT to CTprime 

                  CT4         CT6         CT7        CT11 

CT0 .CT1                                1.000 

CT4 .CT10                                           1.000 

CT7 .CT8                    1.000 

CT9 .CT3        1.000 

----    132 VARIABLE U.L  subtour elimination and indicates position of node CT  

                          in the sequence 

CT2  4.000,  CT4  6.000,  CT5  5.000,  CT6  3.000,  CT7  2.000   

CT9  1.000  CT11 7.000 

----    132 VARIABLE TTi.L  the time when truck arrive at node CT 

CT2   41.250,    CT4   97.500,    CT5   75.000,    CT6   22.500,    CT7   13.125 

CT9    1.875,    CT11 108.750 

----    132 VARIABLE TTL.L  the time when truck depart from node CT 

CT2   41.250,    CT4   97.500,    CT5   75.000,    CT6   22.500,    CT7   13.125 

CT9    1.875,    CT11 108.750 

----    132 VARIABLE TDi.L  the time when drone arrive at node CT 

CT1    9.707,    CT3   16.297,     CT6   22.500,    CT7   19.861 

CT8   19.792,    CT10 105.610,    CT11 108.750 

----    132 VARIABLE TDL.L  the time when drone depart from node CT 

CT1    9.707,    CT4   97.500,    CT6   22.500,    CT7   19.861,    CT11 108.750 

----    132 VARIABLE TDA.L  the time when a drone launch from truch at nod n 

CT4 97.500,    CT7 13.125,    CT9  1.87 1 32 VARIABLE OBJ2.L =96.796  ojective2 
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2, optimal solution and result of the scenario with a charge station: 

175 VARIABLE OBJ.L                 =      187.035  objective 

----    175 VARIABLE X.L  equals one if a truck travel from CT to CTprime 

             CT3         CT4         CT5         CT9        CT10        CT11 

CT0                    1.000 

CT3                                1.000 

CT4                                                        1.000 

CT5                                            1.000 

CT9                                                                    1.000 

CT10       1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE YY.L  equals one if a drone travel from CT to CTprime 

                 CT10 

CT0 .CT1        1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE YY4.L  equals one if a drone travel with a caargestation 

INDEX 1 = CT3 

                  CT9 

CS  .CT6        1.000 

INDEX 1 = CT9 

                 CT11 

CS  .CT8        1.000 

INDEX 1 = CT10 

                  CT5 

CT7 .CS         1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE YY5.L  equals one if a drone travel with a caargestation tw 

                            o times 

INDEX 1 = CT4  INDEX 2 = CS 

                  CT3 

CT2 .CS         1.000 

----    175 VARIABLE U.L  subtour elimination and indicates position of node CT  

                          in the sequence 

CT3  3.000,    CT4  1.000,    CT5  4.000,    CT9  5.000,    CT10 2.000 

CT11 6.000 

----    175 VARIABLE TTi.L  the time when truck depart from node CT 

CT3  39.837,    CT4  11.250,    CT5  60.000,    CT9  91.875,    CT10 24.375 

CT11 93.750 

----    175 VARIABLE TDi.L  the time when drone arrive at node CT 

CT1    9.707,    CT2   33.76,        CT6   59.069    CT7   39.924,     

CT8  105.340,      CT10  19.135,    CT11  93.750 

----    175 VARIABLE TDA.L  the time when a drone launch from truch at nod n 

CT3  33.750,    CT4  11.250,    CT9  91.875,    CT10 24.375 

----    175 VARIABLE OBJ2.L                =       93.285  ojective2 
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Visual solution in the map and timeline based on the result are shown below: 

 

Figure 3.7 visual solution in the map for FSTSP and FSTSP with a charge-station 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 time line for FSTSP and FSTSP with a charge-station 
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Conclusion from the result above: 

From three instances from costumers set NO.6 , we can draw the conclusion that with the 

application of the charge-station, the overall objective value have been decreased apparently, 

because the charge-station extent the service area of drones. From the map with solution on it, 

we can see that the charge-station can help drones’ flights cover a half of the map on the charge-

station’s side, while the vehicle route only need to cover the rest of the customers node in 

another side of the map. Since drone delivery is much more cost and time efficient than the 

vehicle delivery, the application of charge -station can increase the utilizations of drones and 

reduce the truck route, so the charge-station help the system save time and cost. 

Compare the solutions of the instances with 12mile and 15mile and 18 miles endurance, it is 

found that the growth in flight endurance can gradually increase the overall performance of the 

scenarios without a charge-station. However, noticed that there is no difference between the 

solutions of the scenarios with a charge-station with 15 mile endurance and 18 miles. It looks 

like the application of a charge-station has more advantage when the endurance of drones is not 

long. When the endurance getting longer, the scenarios with a charge-station gradually lose their 

advantage in saving.    
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Chapter 4: Result and analysis 

 

The main contribution of this thesis is to find out the effect of the application of the charge-

station on the transportation cost, time consumption and their overall objective value. The 

experiments we discussed above have run the model without a charge-station and the model with 

a charge-station 15 times for each of customers set respectively with three different endurance. 

Table 8 shows the information from experiments. The first column is the customer set. E 

represents drone endurance. Obj1 is the transportation cost of each instance, obj2 is the latest 

return time of each instance, and obj is the overall normalized objective.  

Table 4.1 result of the 45 experiments 

cus set E ncs obj1 ncs obj2 ncs obj cs obj1 cs obj2 cs obj 

1 12 98.1 112.5 210.6 85.48 82.5 167.98 

2 12 113.413 135 248.413 86.058 90 176.058 

3 12 84.651 97.5 182.151 57.188 56.25 113.438 

4 12 119.755 138.75 258.505 78.905 86.25 165.155 

5 12 69.909 78.75 148.659 64.954 71.25 136.204 

6 12 118.075 138.75 256.825 95.627 101.25 196.877 

7 12 88.574 101.25 189.824 72.533 78.75 151.283 

8 12 112.487 131.25 243.737 108.263 127.5 235.763 

9 12 98.734 116.25 214.984 81.048 82.5 163.548 

10 12 43.73 45 88.73 43.73 45 88.73 

11 12 96.837 112.5 209.337 66.055 63.75 129.805 

12 12 91.523 105 196.523 79.048 86.25 165.298 

13 12 115.471 135 250.471 79.16 86.25 165.41 

14 12 108.899 127.5 236.399 97.701 105 202.701 

15 12 72.923 82.5 155.423 58.457 60 118.457 

1 15 88.548 101.25 189.798 75 77.894 152.894 

2 15 103.628 120 223.628 68.665 63.75 132.415 

3 15 51.125 52.5 103.625 51.125 52.5 103.625 

4 15 98.632 112.5 211.132 70.779 60.75 131.528 

5 15 69.909 78.75 148.659 61.357 63.75 125.107 

6 15 108.147 123.75 231.897 93.285 93.75 187.035 
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7 15 88.574 101.25 189.824 64.525 67.5 132.025 

8 15 101.316 116.25 217.566 90.954 105 195.954 

9 15 98.771 112.5 211.271 80.019 82.5 162.519 

10 15 43.59 45 88.59 43.59 45 88.59 

11 15 82.206 90 172.206 65.937 63.75 129.687 

12 15 77.086 86.25 163.336 75.687 82.5 158.187 

13 15 115.385 135 250.385 79.024 86.25 165.274 

14 15 99.403 112.5 211.903 92.04 86.25 178.29 

15 15 61.848 67.5 129.348 57.594 60 117.594 

1 18 81.176 90 171.176 76.137 75 151.137 

2 18 84.732 93.75 178.482 68.507 63.75 132.257 

3 18 51.085 52.5 103.585 51.233 52.5 103.733 

4 18 98.632 112.5 211.132 69.958 60.75 130.708 

5 18 63.08 67.5 130.58 57.7 56.25 113.95 

6 18 96.796 108.75 205.546 71.53 67.5 139.03 

7 18 63.125 67.5 130.625 63.936 63.75 127.686 

8 18 96.946 108.75 205.696 90.954 105 195.954 

9 18 72.903 78.75 151.653 42.781 80.281 80.281 

10 18 43.59 45 88.59 43.59 45 88.59 

11 18 76.268 82.5 158.768 66.016 63.75 129.766 

12 18 75.887 82.5 158.387 75.887 82.5 158.387 

13 18 115.385 135 250.385 58.778 52.5 111.278 

14 18 98.306 108.75 207.056 90.776 86.25 177.026 

15 18 59.868 63.75 123.618 57.594 60 117.594 

  

 

 

 

4.1 Improvement caused by charge-station 

Compare the data from column ncs obj and cs obj in table (4.1), almost every comparison shows 

that cs obj is smaller than ncs obj. An one-way ANOVA was conducted on total cost with each 

drone endurance but with different delivery scenarios. As shown in table (4.2), P-value of each 

experiment is smaller than 0.01 which confirms that total costs in different scenarios are 

significant different. Moreover, the means of the total costs in the scenario with a charge-station 
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are smaller than total costs in the scenario without a charge-station. This result confirms that add 

one charge-station in the delivery net can cause saving for the whole system.  

 

Table 4.1 one-way ANOVA scenario vs total cost 

endurance objective mean StDev P-value 

12 
Ncs  206.9 47.9 

0.00 
Cs  158.6 37.6 

15 
Ncs  182.9 47.9 

0.00 
Cs  144 30.7 

18 
Ncs  165.5 45.2 

0.005 
Cs  130.5 31.1 

 

 

4.2 Effect from different endurance 

In order to figure out how different drone endurance affect the efficiency of the delivery system 

and how it affect the system with different scenarios. A one-way ANOVA was conducted on the 

total saving of different scenarios with different drone endurance levels respectively. 

As shown interval plot of ncs obj vs E and interval plot of cs obj vs E, means of total cost have a 

trend to decrease with the increasing drone endurance in each delivery scenario ( no charge-

station, one charge-station) respectively. In addition, in table (4.2), the P-value in each delivery 

scenario 𝑃𝑛𝑐𝑠 = 0.068, 𝑃𝑐𝑠 = 0.083 indicates that drone endurance has significant effect on the 

total cost (the confidence level=90).  
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Figure 4.1 Interval Plot of Endurance vs total saving 
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Table 4.2 one-way ANOVA of Endurance vs Total saving  

Scenario Endurance  Mean  StDev P-value 

NCS 

12 206 47.9 

0.068 15 182.9 47.9 

18 165 45.2 

CS 

12 158.45 37.64 

0.083 15 144.05 30.7 

18 130.49 31.1 

 

4.3 One-way ANOVA: total saving versus E  

In order to explore whether the effect of one charge-station keep the same when drone endurance 

varies.  A One-way ANOVA was conducted on total saving with different drone endurance (12, 

15, 18miles) and the result indicated that there is no significant difference (P=0.152) in total 

saving caused by varies of drone endurance. However, the means in table (4.3) and the trend in 

interval plot (4.3) show that total saving is decreasing as the drone endurance increase.  

The total saving in this test is the value of improvement cause by adding one charge-station in 

the previous system. We get the total saving using the formula below: 

total saving=NCS Obj-CS Obj 
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Figure 4.3 Interval Plot of Total saving vs Endurance 

 

Table 4.3 one-way ANOVA of Endurance vs Total saving  

Endurance Mean StDev F-Value P-Value 

12 76.76 17.05 1.97 0.152 

15 71.15 14.64 
  

18 65.55 14.53 
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4.4 Fitting regression model 

A regression model can illustrate the relation between two or more independent factors and 

response. Moreover, can help to approximately estimate a response with given values of factors.  

As shown in table (4.4), a factorial analysis is conducted in which there are two factors, scenario 

(no charge-station, one charge-station) and drone endurance (12, 15, 18 miles). E, CS are terms 

selected and E*CS is a interaction term. The result of this test indicated that E (P=0.001), and CS 

(P<0.001) have significant effect on the total cost, while E*CS does have effect on the total cost 

(p=0.532). Then we remove the interaction term E*CS, fit the regression model and we get a 

regression equation of total cost related to drone endurance and number of charge-station below. 

Total cost = 270.9 - 5.75 E - 40.32 cs 

 

  Table 4.4 factorial analysis of Scenario, Endurance vs Total cost 

Term Effect Coef SE Coef T-value P-value VIF 

constant 
 

164.49 4.24 38.75 0 
 

E -34.49 -17.24 5.2 -3.32 0.001 1 

CS -40.32 -20.16 4.24 -4.75 0 1 

E*CS 6.53 3.27 5.2 0.63 0.532 1 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and future work 

 

In this thesis, a new drone-assist delivery scenario has been developed in which a charge-station 

is added into the truck-drone tandem delivery network.  Moreover, this new delivery scenario 

was shown to be a better scenario compare to the truck-drone tandem delivery scenario without a 

charge-station as proposed before, as they exist of a charge-station, extend the flight ranges of 

drones and provide more options for the algorithm to find feasible solution. From the result of 

the sample runs of the experiment, we can clear notice that a single charge-station can effectively 

help drone service cover almost half of the map. More assignment to drones effectively reduces 

truck delivery assignment, which cost more and spends more time. The  data analysis result in 

this paper indicate that one or more charge-station in the delivery network will shape up an 

important way to assist drone delivery perform last-mile delivery in an efficient way and 

improve the performance of the whole delivery network in near future, especially when batteries 

still cannot provide long enough drone endurance. Moreover, the mathematical model for the 

truck-drone tandem delivery with a charge-station proposed in this thesis provides a reference for 

future research. Researchers can adjust almost all the factors related to distances, cost, time, and 

capacities in the process of delivery based on the mathematical model in this paper. Additionally, 

the mathematical model in this paper use multi-objective, which consider time consumption and 

cost together with different priority. This model with multi-objective is more practical in real-

world application than the model with single objective considering time or cost only. Companies 

can determine priorities for time and cost respectively according to their preference and market 

requirement. 
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As to the future study, several things need to be done: 

First and foremost, appropriate algorithms for this new scenario need to be developed to solve 

large instance problem in real-world. In the level this paper, Mixed integer programming was 

used to solve small-scale problem through GAMS. This solver can achieve the optimal solution 

of the small-scale traveling salesman problem and the problem in this paper in GAMS. 

Nevertheless, it takes very long time to solve the large-scale problem in which there are more 

than 15 nodes. In order to apply this new model to the real-world cases, which have even, more 

than 100 nodes in a single network, some of the possible methods to heuristically solve the 

FSTSP with charge-station are necessarily needed.  

The second, in this paper, only three different drone endurance levels and one charge-station 

varies in experiment. We got limited result but still prove that the new model has some practical 

usage. Once a good algorithm fit large instance problem developed, we can research on 

factors’(trucks and drones delivery speed, transportation fee, size of the map, customers 

distribution, number of drones in a truck, capacities of charge-stations, location of charge-station ) 

effect on delivery scenario choosing from more comprehensive aspects. 

Finally, while future research on the technical side of it is still underway, from the technological 

point of view many innovations are quickly coming to the market for drones. Hydrogen fuel cells 

seems to be a promising way to be able to safely and steadily increase the endurance of a drone 

from the current standards of 20-30 min to over two hours [Popper, 2015a]. Moreover, refueling 

in trucks or charge-stations would be even faster, and even if in the model it were counted as an 

independent task (batteries are thought to be available in a steady supply) it would improve 
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things even further. Advancements in obstacle detection and avoidance technology will make it 

also possible for drone to fly completely autonomously very soon [Nicas and Bensinger, 2015]. 
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